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Abstract. This study develops intelligent interior design components that en-
hance design communications, based on the concepts and technologies of the 
building information modeling (BIM) to resolve data inconsistencies in relevant 
graphics of an interior design project. The developed intelligent decorative 
wooden walls possess intelligent dynamic correlation functions, with parame-
ters that can control the wooden wall material, size, and restrictions. This study 
identified that the graphical data inconsistency problem was resolved, and ef-
fective communication was promoted among the participants who were in-
volved in the various stages of an interior design project. 
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1 Introduction 

Traditional execution process of interior design project relies on two-dimensional 
drawings. However, when 2D view is used to express construction entity of interior 
decoration, often, it has pretty many simplification, omission and confliction. Espe-
cially, when design modification are taken during the project process, the negligence 
and errors of description update may highlight the problem severity of contradictions 
and inconsistencies on drawing related information even more.  

In recent years, Building Information Modeling (BIM) takes the new concept of 
consistency of whole project engineering life cycle information exchange, multi-
disciplinary integration and cross-phase collaboration communication method. It can 
provide effective communication and coordination mechanisms of whole project. 
Therefore, the study goal is to develop an intelligent interior design decoration ele-
ment with design communication efficiency aiming at the inconsistent information 
problems related with general interior design project execution via BIM concepts, 
methods and techniques.  

2 The Practices of Carpentry Decoration Wall  

With the research schedule limitations, this paper uses carpentry decoration wall as 
discussion objects. Carpentry decoration wall plays roles of compartment, decorative 
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A. Basic Material---Wood strips Families (Sub-layer Families) 
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4 System Assessment 

The study takes system using assessment via 4 interviewed interior designers and the 
staffs and other total 32 related employees introduced by the 4 interviewees. The sys-
tem function assessment is taken in questionnaire method. It discovers except the 
interviewees are not adaptable to Revit standard interface with too small system inter-
face body size, the rest are all accepted good results, no matter in operation method, 
design communication efficiency, consistency of drawing description, easy-learning 
and easy using, and integrated performance of system functions. The 4 hierarchies 
systems and 7 types of families’ loadable nesting families developed by intelligent 
interior design carpentry wall element in the study can all achieve positive and effec-
tive assessment to promote effective design communication. 

5 Conclusion 

The paper discusses how to assist participants to provide intelligent interior design 
and decoration element with communication efficiency and solve inconsistency prob-
lems of related drawing description in interior design project via the concept and 
techniques of BIM. The study results and conclusions include: 

1. BIM provides cross-industry and cross-stage cooperation and management beha-
vior and process, as establishment, changes, operation, analysis, design communi-
cation and maintenance of product life cycle information.  

2. Families are the core techniques of BIM, and Loadable families provide the user 
with intelligent elements with customized shape and simple structure or compose 
parent layer nesting families by several modular sub-layer families.  

3. The study developed intelligent interior design carpentry wall decoration element 
has intelligent correlation function. When a parameter is modified, all related 2D 
and 3D drawing description will be updated consistently and simultaneously. 
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